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LEVELWISE MODULES OVER SEPARABLE MONADS ON STABLE DERIVATORS
IOANNIS LAGKAS-NIKOLOS
Abstract. We show that given a separable cocontinuous monad on a stable derivator, the levelwise
Eilenberg-Moore categories of modules glue together to a stable derivator. As an application, we give
examples of derivators that satisfy all the axioms for stability except the strongness one.
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0. Introduction
Let C be a tensor triangulated category. Given a monoid object A in C , we can consider the category of
modules over it. This category, however, is usually not useful from a homotopic perspective. In particular,
it might fail to inherit a natural triangulated structure from that of C (see Example 5.5). A notable
exception is when the monoid A in question is separable (see [Bal11]). Such monoids appear a lot in
practice: commutative e´tale algebras in commutative algebra [Bal11, Corollary 6.6], e´tale extensions in
algebraic geometry [Bal14, Theorem 3.5 and Remark 3.8], k(G/H) for subgroups H < G of finite index
in representation theory [Bal15, Theorem 1.2], Σ∞(G/H)+ for H a closed subgroup of finite index of a
compact Lie group in equivariant stable homotopy theory [BDS15, Theorem 1.1], and in other equivariant
settings [BDS15, Theorems 1.2, 1.3]. More generally, in [Bal11] the author proves this result for modules
over a separable exact monad (this includes Bousfield localization as a special case).
Stable derivators can be viewed as an enhancement of triangulated categories. One therefore might ask,
given a separable exact monadM on a stable derivator D, whether the levelwise modules over D again form
a stable derivator. We do show that this is indeed the case for derivators defined over ”small” diagrams; for
the general case we only need the extra assumption that the monad is smashing. In particular, this gives
a new proof that modules over a separable monoid in a tensor triangulated category C inherit a natural
triangulation from that of C if C is the base of a triangulated monoidal derivator D (which happens a lot
in practice). As an application, we construct examples of derivators that are stable but not strong1 (see
Remark 5.4).
Acknowledgements: I want to thank my advisor, Paul Balmer, for his support and help. I would
also like to thank Kevin Carlson, Moritz Groth and Martin Gallauer for their comments and suggestions.
Special thanks to Ian Coley for his invaluable help in editing this paper.
1In the literature, the axioms for a stable derivator include strongness; we depart from this by calling a derivator stable
if it satisfies all axioms in the literature except strongness (see Definitions 5.2 and 6.3)
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1. 2-Monads and their modules
For the definition and basics on 2-categories, the reader is referred to [KS74] or [Bor94a]. We will
denote by CAT the 2-”category” of all categories, and by 2-CAT the 2-”category” which has 2-categories
as 0-cells, 2-functors as 1-cells, and 2-natural transformations as 2-cells. We summarize some basics on
monads and 2-monads which can all be found in [KS74] and [Kel74].
Definition 1.1. Let K be a 2-category, and let x be an object of K. A monad on x consists of a
triple (M,µ, S), where M : x→ x is a 1-cell in K, and µ :M2 →M , S : 1x →M are 2-cells such that the
two diagrams below commute:
M3 M2 M M2 M
M2 M M
µM
Mµ µ
SM
1M
µ
MS
1M
µ
(1.2)
We will often denote a monad just by M , leaving the multiplication and unit out of the notation.
Example 1.3. A classical monad is a monad in the 2-category CAT, see for instance [ML98, Chapter
VI]. Given a monad M on a category C , an M-module (or M-algebra) is a pair (X,λ), where X is an
object of C , and λ :MX → X is a morphism, such that the following diagrams commute:
M2X MX X MX
MX X X
Mλ
µX λ
SX
1X
λ
λ
(1.4)
A morphism of M-modules (or M-linear map) f : (X1, λ1) → (X2, λ2) is a morphism f : X1 → X2
in C such that the diagram below commutes:
MX1 MX2
X1 X2
Mf
λ1 λ2
f
(1.5)
The Eilenberg-Moore categoryM -ModC has as objectsM -modules and as morphismsM -linear maps.
There is also a functor FM : C →M -ModC taking an object X to (MX,µX) and a morphism f to Mf .
This functor is called the free module functor. There is also a forgetful functor UM : M -ModC → C
forgetting the action of M . We actually obtain an adjunction FM : C ⇆ M -ModC : UM called the
Eilenberg-Moore adjunction. This is described in more detail in [ML98, Chapter VI]. In fact, this
works more generally in any 2-category by considering an action of the monad on 1-cells instead of objects,
see [KS74, Section 3].
Definition 1.6. Given a 2-category K, a 2-monad on K is a monad on K in the 2-”category” 2-CAT.
Thus, given a 2-category K, a 2-monad on K consists of a 2-functor T : K → K, together with 2-
natural transformations µ : T 2 → T and S : 1K → T making the diagrams (1.2) commute. By forgetting
the 2-structure of T we get a classical monad T1 on the underlying category K1 of K. We can thus
define T-modules as T1-modules; a strict T-morphism is a T1-linear map (see Example 1.3).
Definition 1.7. Let T be a 2-monad on K, and let (x1, ρ1), (x2, ρ2) be T -modules. A lax T-morphism
from (x1, ρ1) to (x2, ρ2) consists of a pair (f, f), where f : x1 → x2 is a 1-cell, and f is a 2-cell as in the
following diagram:
Tx1 x1
Tx2 x2
ρ1
Tf f
ρ2
f
=⇒
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such that we have an equality of pastings:
T 2x1 Tx1 x1 T
2x1 Tx1 x1
T 2x2 Tx2 x2 T
2x2 Tx2 x2
µx1
T 2f
ρ1
Tf f
Tρ1
T 2f
ρ1
Tf f
µx2 ρ2
f
=⇒
= Tf
==⇒
Tρ2 ρ2
f
=⇒
(1.8)
and the following pasting is the identity:
x1 Tx1 x1
x2 Tx2 x2
Sx1
f
ρ1
Tf f
Sx2
f
=⇒
ρ2
(1.9)
The morphism is called strong if f is invertible, and strict if f is the identity. The dual notion is that
of an oplax T-morphism.
Definition 1.10. Let T be a 2-monad on K, and let (f, f), (g, g) : (x1, ρ1)→ (x2, ρ2) be lax T -morphisms.
A T-2-cell from f to g is a 2-cell α : f ⇒ g in K such that the following 2 pastings are equal:
Tx1 x1 Tx1 x1
Tx2 x2 Tx2 x2
ρ1
Tf Tg
Tα =g Tf
ρ1
gf
αg
=⇒
ρ2
f
=⇒
ρ2
(1.11)
Given a 2-monad T on K, one can then form a 2-category T -ModlaxK which has T -modules as 0-cells,
lax-T -morphisms as 1-cells, and T -2-cells as 2-cells. The following theorem is stated in [Kel74, Theorem
1.5] for the 2-”category” CAT but is true for any 2-category:
Theorem 1.1. Let T be a 2-monad on a 2-category K. Let F = (f, f) : (x1, ρ1) → (x2, ρ2) be a lax T -
morphism. Then F admits a right adjoint in T -Modlax
K
if and only if f admits a right adjoint g in K
and F is strong. Furthermore, the lax enrichment g of g is given by the mate of f
−1
, namely as the
pasting:
Tx2 Tx1 x1
Tx2 x2 x1
Tg
1Tx2
Tε
⇐==
ρ1
Tf ff
−
1
⇐=
=
1x1
η
⇐=
ρ2 g
(1.12)
We will also need [Kel74, Theorem 1.4], which is again true in any 2-category:
Theorem 1.2. Let T be a 2-monad on a 2-category K. Let U = (g, g) be a lax T -morphism. Then U has
a left adjoint F in T -Modlax
K
if and only if g has a left adjoint f in K, and the mate f
′
of g given as the
pasting:
Tx1 x1 x2
Tx1 Tx2 x2
ρ1
g=⇒
f
Tf
1Tx1
Tη==⇒
ρ2
Tg g
1x2
ε=⇒ (1.13)
is an isomorphism. Then F = (f, f) is necessarily strong, and f = f
′−1
.
Example 1.14. The 2-category K = 2-CAT has all coproducts and in fact taking coproducts is a
2-functor K × K → K. The 2-functor T : K × K → K × K given by (x, y) 7→ (x, x
∐
y) is in fact
a 2-monad; its multiplication and unit are given by the canonical 2-functors (x, x
∐
x
∐
y) → (x, x
∐
y)
and (x, y)→ (x, x
∐
y) respectively.
A T -module consists of a pair (x, y) ∈ K × K together with a 1-cell (x, x
∐
y) = T (x, y) → (x, y)
in K×K such that (1.4) commute (with T forM and (x, y) for X). From this we see that the 1-cells x→ x
and y → y are actually identities; hence a T -module is exactly a 1-cell in K (a 2-functor). Similarly, we
see that lax T -morphisms are exactly lax natural transformations, and T -2-cells are modifications. In
short, T -ModlaxK is the 2-category of (strict) 2-functors, lax natural transformations and modifications.
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2. 2-functoriality of levelwise modules
Let us recall that the algebraic simplex category or augmented simplex category ∆+ has objects finite
ordinal numbers n = {0, 1, ..., n− 1} (where 0 = ∅), and morphisms order-preserving maps. This can be
made in a strict monoidal category under the usual ordinal addition (see [ML98, VII.5]). Thus, we can
consider ∆+, the 2-category on one object with endomorphism category ∆+ and horizontal composition
given by ordinal addition. For any 2-category K, let Monlax(K) = 2−CATlax(∆+,K) be the 2-category
of 2-functors ∆+ → K, lax natural transformations and modifications.
Definition 2.1. Consider the 2-”category” K = Monlax(CAT). Its 0-cells will be called monadic
categories, its 1-cells lax monadic functors, and its 2-cells monadic natural transformations.
Let us spell out what this 2-category actually is:
(i) Its 0-cells are just 2-functors ∆+ → CAT. Let C be the category that is the image of the
unique 0-cell in ∆+ under this 2-functor. The endomorphism categoryEnd(C ) is a strict monoidal
category under composition; the above being a 2-functor just means we have a strict monoidal
functor ∆+ → End(C ). By [ML98, Proposition VII.5.1] this corresponds exactly to a monad
on C . Hence, 0-cells are pairs (C ,M) of a category with a monad on it.
(ii) Similarly, we see that 1-cells (C ,M)→ (C ′,M ′) are given by pairs (F, φ) where F : C → C ′ is a
functor and φ :M ′F ⇒ FM is a natural transformation such that the diagrams below commute:
M ′2F M ′FM FM2 F M ′F
M ′F FM FM
M ′φ
µ′F
φM
Fµ
S
′F
FS
φ
φ
(2.2)
(iii) Its 2-cells (F1, φ1)⇒ (F2, φ2) : (C ,M)→ (C ′,M ′) are just natural transformations α : F1 ⇒ F2
such that the diagram below commutes:
M ′F1 M
′F2
F1M F2M
M ′α
φ1 φ2
αM
(2.3)
(iv) The various compositions and identities are the obvious ones.
Definition 2.4. An oplax monadic functor is a 1-cell in Monoplax(K) = 2−CAToplax(∆+,K), the 2-
category of 2-functors ∆+ → K, oplax natural transformations and modifications. An (op)lax monadic
functor whose structure 2-cell is invertible will be called strong; if it is the identity it will be called strict.
Proposition 2.5. The assignment (C ,M) 7→ M -ModC extends to a 2-functorMod : Monlax(CAT) → CAT.
Proof. First, we define Mod on 1-cells: Let (F, φ) : (C ,M) → (C ′,M ′) be a monadic functor and
let (X,λ) ∈M -ModC . Note that the two diagrams below commute:
M ′2FX M ′FMX M ′FX FX M ′FX
FM2X FMX FMX
M ′FX FMX FX FX
µ′FX
M ′φX M ′Fλ
φMX φX
S
′
FX
FSX
1FX
φX
FMλ
FµX Fλ Fλ
φX Fλ
(for the left diagram: left square by (2.2), top right square by naturality of φ, and bottom right square
because λ makes X into an M -module; for the right diagram: top triangle by (2.2), bottom because λ
makes X into an M -module). This shows that (FX,Fλ ◦ φX) is an M ′-module. Furthermore, given
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an M -linear map f : (X1, λ1)→ (X2, λ2) the following diagram commutes:
M ′FX1 M
′FX2
FMX1 FMX2
FX1 FX2
M ′Ff
φX1 φX2
FMf
Fλ1 Fλ2
Ff
(top square by naturality of φ and bottom because f is M -linear). Hence, we get a well-defined func-
tor F : M -ModC → M ′-ModC ′ given on objects by (X,λ) 7→ (FX,Fλ ◦φX) and on morphisms as the
identity. We define Mod(F, φ) = F on 1-cells.
We define Mod on 2-cells: Let α : (F1, φ1) → (F2, φ2) a monadic natural transformation between lax
monadic functors (C ,M) → (C ′,M ′). It is then straightforward from (2.3) and naturality of α that for
any M -module (X,λ), aX is actually an M
′-linear map
(F1X,F1λ ◦ (φ1)X)→ (F2X,F2λ ◦ (φ2)X)
and hence β(X,λ) = αX defines a natural transformation Mod(F1, φ1)→Mod(F2, φ2).
Verification of 2-functoriality is straightforward and omitted. 
Remark 2.6. Let C ,C ′ be two monoidal categories and let F : C → C ′ be a lax monoidal func-
tor. If A is a monoid in C , then A′ = FA is canonically a monoid in C ′ and F descends to a func-
tor A-ModC → A′-ModC ′ .
Corollary 2.7. Let (F, φ) : (C ,M)→ (C ′,M ′) be a strong monadic functor. If F admits a right adjoint,
then so does Mod(F ).
Proof. By Proposition 2.5, since a 2-functor sends adjunctions to adjunctions, it is enough to show (F, φ)
admits a right adjoint in K = Monlax(CAT). By Example 1.14, this 2-category is equivalent to the 2-
category of modules over a certain 2-monad. Hence the result follows by Theorem 1.1. 
Corollary 2.8. Let (G,ψ) : (C ′,M ′)→ (C ,M) be a lax monadic functor. Assume G has a left adjoint F ,
and that the mate φ′ of ψ given as the pasting:
C C C ′
C C ′ C ′
M
ψ=⇒
F
M
1C
η=⇒
M ′
G G
1C′
ε=⇒ (2.9)
is invertible. Then Mod(G) has a left adjoint.
Proof. By Proposition 2.5, since a 2-functor sends adjunctions to adjunctions, it is enough to show (G,ψ)
admits a left adjoint in K = Monlax(CAT). By Example 1.14, this 2-category is equivalent to the 2-
category of modules over a certain 2-monad. Hence the result follows by Theorem 1.2. 
We now turn our attention to prederivators: we refer to Appendix A for some basics or to [Gro13]
for more detail. From now on, Dia will be a fixed diagram category (see definition A.1). Unless spec-
ified otherwise, all (pre)derivators will be of domain Dia. There is a 2-category of prederivators PDer
with morphisms pseudonatural transformations, and 2-morphisms modifications (see Appendix B for the
precise definition of pseudonatural transformations and modifications in this context or [Gro13, Chap-
ter 2] for more details). In particular, we can consider monads in the 2-category PDer. A monad on
a prederivator D will consist of an endomorphism M on D together with a modification µ : M2 → M
and a modification S : 1D → M such that the diagrams 1.2 commute. In particular, for each cate-
gory J ∈ Dia, the triple (Mj, µJ , SJ) defines a monad on D(J). In the remainder of this section we show
that the MJ -ModD(J) assemble to a prederivator, and the levelwise Eilenberg-Moore adjunctions “glue”
to an adjunction in PDer.
Lemma 2.10. Let M be a monad on a prederivator D. Then D admits a lift D˜ given on 0-cells
by Dia ∋ J 7→ (D(J), MJ) against the forgetful 2-functor U : Monlax(CAT) → CAT,i.e. we have a
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factorization:
Monlax(CAT)
Diaop CAT
U
D˜
D
Proof. Define D˜ on 1-cells by u 7→ (u∗, (γMu )
−1) (where γMu is the coherence isomorphism of the pseudo-
natural transformation M , see Appendix B), and as the identity on 2-cells.
Given a functor u : J → K in Dia, it follows that (u∗, (γMu )
−1) is a lax (even strong) monadic functor
by (B.3) for µ and S; and given a natural transformation as in
J K
u
v
α
it is clear by (B.2) for M , that α∗ is actually a monadic natural transformation from (u∗, (γMu )
−1)
to (v∗, (γMv )
−1). Hence D˜ is actually well-defined, and its 2-functoriality is immediately verified. 
Proposition 2.11. Let M be a monad on a prederivator D. The assignment:
Dia ∋ J 7→MJ -ModD(J)
extends to a prederivator M -ModD : Dia
op → CAT. Furthermore, the free module functors FM,J :
D(J) → MJ -ModD(J) glue together to a morphism of prederivators FM : D→M -ModD and the forgetful
functors UM,J : MJ -ModD(J) → D(J) glue to a strict morphism of prederivators UM : M -ModD → D
such that FM is left adjoint to UM in the 2-category PDer and M = UMFM .
Proof. For the first part of the proof, note that by the previous lemma, we can factor D as
Monlax(CAT)
Diaop CAT
U
D˜
D
and the result follows by postcomposing D˜ with the 2-functor of Proposition 2.5.
For the second part of the proof, let us write u∗ = Mod(u∗, (γMu )
−1) for a functor u : J → K in Dia.
Given such u, the diagram:
D(J) D(K)
MJ -ModD(J) MK-ModD(K)
u∗
UM,J
u∗
UM,K
commutes, which shows that UM is an honest 2-natural transformation (instead of just pseudonatural).
We now want to define a natural isomorphism γFMu populating the square:
MJ -ModD(J) MK-ModD(K)
D(J) D(K)
u∗
γ
FM
u
⇐==
=
FM,J
u∗
FM,K
Given X ∈ D(K), we note that the MJ -module u∗FM,KX has underlying object u∗MKX with action
λ :MJu
∗MKX
(γMu )
−1
MKX−−−−−−−→ u∗M2KX
u∗(µK)X
−−−−−−→ u∗MKX
while FM,Ju
∗X has underlying object MJu
∗X with action
(µJ )u∗X :M
2
Ju
∗X −→MJu
∗X
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Thus, taking γFMu := γ
M
u , we need to show that (γ
M
u )X is MJ -linear. That is, we need to show that the
following diagram commutes:
MJu
∗MKX u
∗M2KX u
∗MKX
M2Ju
∗X MJu
∗X
λ
MJ (γ
M
u )X
u∗(µK)X
(γM
2
u )X
(γMu )MKX
∼=
(γMu )X
(µJ )u∗X
But the triangle on the left commutes by the very definition of horizontal composite of pseudonatural
transformations while the right square commutes because of diagram (B.3) for µ. The coherence axioms
now follow directly from the fact that γMu satisfies them, so FM becomes a morphism of prederivators with
structure maps those of M .
From the definitions, it is clear that M = UMFM . Hence, to finish, we need to show that the levelwise
counits and units of the Eilenberg-Moore adjunctions assemble to modifications between the corresponding
prederivators. Since prederivators are 2-functors and these are modules over a certain 2-monad (see
Example 1.14) it follows by Theorem 1.2 that FM is left adjoint to UM in the 2-category of prederivators,
lax natural transformations and modifications. Since PDer is a 2-full subcategory of the latter containing
both FM and UM the result is immediate. 
3. The left derivator of levelwise modules
Throughout this section M will be a fixed monad on a fixed prederivator D.
Remark 3.1. We adopt the following notational conventions: given a functor u : J → K in Dia, we will
use the notation u∗ to refer to its pullback with respect to D and u!, u∗ for the left and right adjoints
respectively of u∗ (when they exist). We will denote the pullback with respect to M -ModD with u∗ and
its left and right adjoints respectively by u!, u∗ (when they exist). A similar convention will be used for
natural transformations.
Proposition 3.2. Assume D satisfies Der1 and Der2. Then so does M -ModD.
Proof. For Der1: Consider a finite family {Ji}i∈I of categories in Dia. Let J =
∐
Ji and for each i,
let ji : Ji → J the canonical inclusions, and pii :
∏
D(Ji) → D(Ji) the canonical projections. For each
index i, we have a strong monadic functor (j∗i , γ
M
ji
) : (D(J),MJ )→ (D(Ji),MJi).
Note that
∏
D(Ji) is actually a 2-product, meaning that for any category K, the induced functor
CAT
(
K,
∏
D(Ji)
)
→
∏
CAT(K,D(Ji))
(which is component-wise post-composition with pii) is an isomorphism of categories. Therefore, the j
∗
i
induce a unique functor j∗ : D(J)→
∏
D(Ji) (by abuse of the * notation) such that piij
∗ = j∗i . It is then
easy to see that the corresponding induced functor of {MJij
∗
i } is exactly (
∏
MJi)j
∗ and the corresponding
induced functor of {j∗iMJ} is exactly j
∗MJ . Therefore by the 2-universal property above, the γ
M
Ji
induce a
natural isomorphism φ : j∗MJ
∼
→ (
∏
MJi)j
∗. Since the γMJi make the diagrams (2.2) commute (with MJi
for M), by uniqueness of the induced natural isomorphism, φ also has to make these diagrams commute;
that is, (j∗, φ) is a strong monadic functor.
By Der1 for D, the functor j∗ is an equivalence. Since (j∗, φ) is a strong monadic functor, Theo-
rem 1.2 guarantees this is an equivalence (D(J),MJ )
∼=
−→ (
∏
D(Ji),
∏
MJi) in Monlax(CAT). Since 2-
functors preserve equivalences, by Proposition 2.5 this induces a further equivalence j∗ :M -ModD(J)
∼=
−→∏
M -ModD(Ji). Finally, j∗ is actually the functor induced by
{
j∗i
}
so M -ModD satisfies Der1.
For Der2, let J be any category in Dia, and f : X → Y a morphism in M -ModD(J). Then f is
an isomorphism if and only if UM,Jf is an isomorphism (where UM,J : MJ -ModD(J) → D(J) is the
forgetful functor) if and only if (by Der2 for D) m∗UM,Jf ∼= UM,em∗f is an isomorphism for all m ∈ J
if and only if m∗f is an isomorphism for all m ∈ J (again here using that the forgetful functor detects
isomorphisms). 
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Assume D is a left derivator (see Definition A.9). For any functor u : J → K in Dia, the mate
of γMu : u
∗MK →MJu∗ is the natural transformation
γMu,∗ :MKu∗ → u∗MJ
given as the pasting
D(K) D(J) D(J)
D(K) D(K) D(J)
u∗ MJ
γ
M
u
==⇒
u∗
1D(K)
u∗
MK u∗
1D(J)
ε
=⇒
η
=⇒
Proposition 3.3. If D is a left derivator, then the prederivator M -ModD is also a left derivator.
Proof. Let us fix a functor u : J → K in Dia. By (B.3) for µ and S, (u∗, γMu ) is a strong monadic functor.
Since u∗ has a right adjoint u∗, by Corollary 2.7 we get an induced adjunction u∗ : M -ModD(K) ⇆
M -ModD(J) : u∗ proving Der3L for M -ModD.
For Der4L, consider any functor u : J → K in Dia, and let k ∈ K. We have a diagram in Cat:
Jk/ J
e K
pr
pi uα=⇒
k
By assumption the mate α∗ : k
∗u∗ → pi∗pr∗ of α∗ given as the pasting
D(e) D(Jk/) D(J)
D(e) D(K) D(J)
pi∗ pr
∗
α
∗
==⇒
1D(e)
pi∗ u
∗
k∗ u∗
1D(J)
η
=⇒ ε=⇒
is an isomorphism. Given (X,λ) ∈ M -ModD(J) we clearly have UM,e((α∗)(X,λ)) = (α∗)X . Since the
forgetful functor detects isomorphisms, we are done. 
Remark 3.4. Dually, given a comonad M on a right derivator D, the levelwise comodules over M form
a right derivator.
4. Left Kan Extensions
Throughout this section, let M be a fixed monad on a prederivator D. For any functor u : J → K
in Dia such that D admits left Kan extensions along u, we have a canonical mate:
γMu,! : u!MJ →MKu!
given as the pasting:
D(K) D(J) D(J)
D(K) D(K) D(J)
u! MJ
(γ
M
u
)
−
1
⇐=
==
==ε⇐=
1D(K)
u∗ u∗
MK u!
1D(J)
η
⇐=
(4.1)
Definition 4.2. If this mate is an isomorphism, then we say M commutes with left Kan extensions
along u. If this happens for any functor u in Dia then we say M is cocontinuous.
Proposition 4.3. Let u : J → K be a functor in Dia such that D admits left Kan extensions along u.
If M commutes with left Kan extensions along u then M -ModD admits left Kan extensions along u.
Proof. We have a lax monadic functor U = (u∗, (γMu )
−1) : (D(K),MK) → (D(J),MJ ). By Corol-
lary 2.8, M commutes with left Kan extensions along u if and only if U has a lax adjoint, which is
then necessarily strong. Applying the 2-functor of Proposition 2.5 the result follows immediately. 
Corollary 4.4. Let D be a right derivator. If M is cocontinuous, then M -ModD is also a right derivator
and the right adjoint of the Eilenberg-Moore adjunction (see Proposition 2.11) is cocontinuous.
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Proof. The last proposition guarantees M -ModD has all left Kan extensions, while Proposition 3.2 guar-
antees it satisfies Der1 and Der2. The verification of Der4L follows exactly as in Proposition 3.3.
To finish the proof it remains to show that UM is cocontinuous: let u : J → K a functor in Dia. Let
us write ε for the counit of the adjunction u! ⊣ u∗ and η for the unit of the adjunction u! ⊣ u∗. We have
to show that the top arrow in the following commutative diagram is an isomorphism:
u!UM,J UM,Ku!
u!UM,Ju∗u! u!u
∗UM,Ku!
u!UM,Jη εUM,Ku!
But applied to an object (X,λ) ∈MJ -ModD(J) this diagram becomes
u!X u!X
u!u
∗u!X u!u
∗u!X
u!η
1
εu!
so the top arrow is the identity by the triangle identities, finishing the proof. 
Remark 4.5. Of course FM is also cocontinuous as a left adjoint morphism of derivators. So while
Proposition 3.3 says we can do levelwise modules in the 1- and 2-full subcategory of PDer spanned
by left derivators, the above proposition says that for right derivators we have to restrict further to
cocontinuous morphisms as 1-cells for everything to work. A notable exception is when the monad in
question is idempotent (see [Cis08, Lemma 4.2]).
Corollary 4.6. Assume D is a derivator, and M a cocontinuous monad on D. Then the prederiva-
tor M -ModD is also a derivator and the forgetful functor UM : M -ModD → D of Proposition 2.11 is
cocontinuous.
Remark 4.7. Recall that a morphism of derivators F : D→ E is called right exact if it preserves initial
objects and cocartesian squares (see Definition 5.1). When Dia = Cat, any right exact monad on D that
preserves coproducts is automatically cocontinuous (see [PS14, Theorem 7.13]).
5. Stability
For this section, assume D is a derivator andM cocontinuous, so that by Corollary 4.6 aboveM -ModD
is a derivator. As noted in Remark 4.7 above, it is enough to assume M is right exact and commutes with
coproducts if Dia = Cat.
By  we will denote the following category
(0, 0) (1, 0)
(0, 1) (1, 1)
and we will use the notations p, y for the top left and bottom right corners respectively (i.e. the full
subcategories missing (1,1) or (0,0)). The corresponding inclusions will be denoted by ip and iy. An
object X ∈ D() will be called a (coherent) square.
Definition 5.1. A square X ∈ D() is called cocartesian if and only if it lies in the essential image
of ip! : D(p)→ D(). It is cartesian if and only if it lies in the essential image of iy∗ : D(y)→ D().
Note that ip, iy are fully faithful, and because homotopy left or right Kan extensions along fully faithful
functors are also fully faithful (see [Gro13, Proposition 1.20]), we see that X ∈ D() is cocartesian if
and only if the counit εX : ip!ip
∗X → X is an isomorphism. Dually, X is cartesian if and only if the
unit ηX : X → iy
∗iy∗X is an isomorphism.
Definition 5.2. A derivator D is stable if it is pointed (i.e. the category D(J) is pointed for any small
category J) and a square in D() is cocartesian if and only if it is cartesian.
Proposition 5.3. If D is a stable derivator, and M is a cocontinuous monad on D, then M -ModD is
also stable.
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Proof. Since M is cocontinuous, M -ModD is a derivator. Furthermore, M is in particular pointed and
hence, M -ModD is also pointed. Let us write ε for the counit of the adjunction ip! ⊣ i
∗
p
, and ε for that
of ip! ⊣ i
∗
p
. Let (X,λ) ∈ M -ModD(). Note that UM (ε(X,λ)) = εX so (X,λ) is cocartesian if and only
if X ∈ D() is. Similarly (X,λ) is cartesian if and only if X is. The result follows immediately. 
Remark 5.4. Proposition 5.3 allows us to produce examples of derivators that are stable but not strong.
Indeed, let D be a stable strong monoidal derivator, and A any monoid in D(e); then A-ModD is a
stable derivator. If it is also strong, then its underlying category A-ModD(e) has to be triangulated.
Furthermore, as in the proof of Corollary 6.8, the morphism of derivators U : A-ModD → D has to be
exact. But then [Gro13, Proposition 4.18] guarantees that the forgetful functor Ue : A-ModD(e) → D(e)
can be (canonically) endowed with the structure of an exact functor of triangulated categories. In short,
if the stable derivator A-ModD is also strong, then its underlying category A-ModD(e) has to admit a
triangulation so that the forgetful functor A-ModD(e) → D(e) is exact. Hence, the recipe for producing
non-strong stable derivators is: take any tensor triangulated category C underlying a strong, stable,
monoidal derivator D, and any monoid object A on the base such that its modules do not admit a
triangulated structure compatible with that of C . Then A-ModD is an example of a non-strong stable
derivator. Such examples abound in nature but we give an explicit one below.
Example 5.5. Let k be a field, and let A be any k-algebra which admits non-projective modules. Con-
sidering A as a complex concentrated in degree 0, we get a monoid in D(k). Assume T := A-ModD(k)
admits a triangulation such that the forgetful functor T → D(k) is exact. Then for any X ∈ T, the
counit εX admits a section (see the proof of [Bal11, Proposition 2.10]). Since A-modules are equivalent
to graded k-vector spaces with a compatible action of A, this implies that any A-module is projective, a
contradiction.
6. Separable monads and strongness
Definition 6.1. A monad M : D → D in the 2-category PDer is separable if µ : M2 → M admits a
section σ :M →M2 satisfying Mµ ◦ σM = σ ◦ µ = µM ◦Mσ.
Lemma 6.2. Let M : D→ D a monad on a prederivator D. Then M is separable if and only if the counit
of the Eilenberg-Moore adjunction admits a section.
Proof. Let ξ : 1M-ModD → FMUM be a section of ε : FMUM → 1M-ModD . Define σ : M → M
2 as
the composite M = UMFM
UMξFM
−−−−−→ UMFMUMFM = M2, which is necessarily a modification. Then
by [BV07, Proposition 6.3], M is separable.
Conversely, assume M is separable and let σ :M → M2 a section of µ satisfying Mµ ◦ σM = σ ◦ µ =
µM ◦Mσ. For any category J in Dia, and any (X,λ) ∈MJ -ModD(J), define
(ξJ )(X,λ) : X
SJ,X
−−−→MJX
(σJ )X
−−−−→M2JX
MJλ−−−→MJX
where S is the unit of the monadM , which is also the unit of the Eilenberg-Moore adjunction. It is proven
in [BV07, Proposition 6.3] that this defines a natural transformation ξJ : 1M-ModD(J) → FM,JUM,J that is
a section of the counit εJ . All that is left for us is to actually show this is a modification. So let u : J → K
a functor in Dia. We need to show that the diagram:
u∗ u∗FM,KUM,K
FM,JUM,Ju
∗
u∗ξK
ξJu
∗ γMu
commutes. So, let (X,λ) ∈MK-ModD(K). Then u
∗((ξK)(X,λ)) is the composite:
u∗X
u∗((SK)X)
−−−−−−−→ u∗MKX
u∗((σK)X )
−−−−−−−→ u∗M2KX
u∗MKλ−−−−−→ u∗MKX
and (ξJ )u∗X is the composite:
u∗X
(SJ )u∗X−−−−−→MJu
∗X
(σJ )u∗X−−−−−→M2Ju
∗X
MJ (γ
M
u )
−1
X−−−−−−−→MJu
∗MKX
MJu
∗λ
−−−−−→MJu
∗X
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Now it suffices to note that the diagram
u∗X u∗MKX u
∗M2KX u
∗MKX
MJu
∗X M2Ju
∗X MJu
∗MKX MJu
∗X
u∗(SK)X
(SJ )u∗X
u∗(σK)X
(γMu )X
u∗MKλ
(γM
2
u )X
(γMu )MKX (γ
M
u )X
(σJ )u∗X MJ (γ
M
u )
−1
X
MJu
∗λ
commutes (left triangle by (B.3) for S, the other triangle by definition of composition of pseudonatural
transformations, the skew parallelogram because σ is a modification, and the right square by naturality
of γMu ). 
Definition 6.3. A derivator D is strong if it satisfies the following axiom:
(Der5) For any category J in Dia, the partial underlying diagram functor diaJ,[1] : D([1]× J)→ D(J)
[1]
is full and essentially surjective (here [1] stands for the poset {0 < 1} viewed as a category).
Definition 6.4. A derivator D is additive if its underlying category D(e) is additive. Equivalently,
by [Gro13, Proposition 5.2], all its values are additive categories, and D-pullbacks and Kan extensions are
additive functors. An additive derivator is idempotent complete if its values are idempotent complete
categories.
Lemma 6.5. Let D be an additive idempotent-complete derivator. Let f : X → Y a morphism in D(e)
and F ∈ D([1]) a lift of f i.e. dia[1](F ) ∼= f . Assume furthermore that (a, b) : f → f is an idempotent
in D(e)[1] (i.e. a2 = a, b2 = b). Then there is an idempotent e : F → F in D([1]) lifting (a, b).
Proof. As a is an idempotent of X , there is a splitting X ∼= A ⊕ C with a ∼= ( 1 00 0 ) : A ⊕ C → A ⊕ C.
Similarly, there is a splitting Y ∼= B⊕D with b ∼= ( 1 00 0 ) : B⊕D → B⊕D. Let f
∼= (
w x
y z ) : A⊕C → B⊕D.
We then have a commutative diagram
X
∼=
##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
f //
a

Y
b

∼=
{{①①
①①
①①
①①
①
A⊕ C
(w xy z )//
( 1 00 0 )

B ⊕D
( 1 00 0 )

A⊕ C
(w xy z )
// B ⊕D
X
∼=
;;①①①①①①①①①
f
// Y
∼=
cc❋❋❋❋❋❋❋❋❋
from which we deduce that x = 0 and y = 0. It follows that f ∼= w ⊕ z : A ⊕ C → B ⊕ D. Pick a
lift W ∈ D([1]) of w (i.e. dia[1](W ) ∼= w) and a lift Z ∈ D([1]) of z. Since pullback is an additive functor,
we can see that W ⊕Z lifts f . By strongness, the identity on f lifts to a morphism F → W ⊕Z in D([1]).
This is a pointwise isomorphism by construction, hence by Der2 it is an isomorphism. Then we can
define an idempotent of F in D([1]) via the map F ∼= W ⊕ Z
( 1 00 0 )−−−−→ W ⊕ Z ∼= F which clearly lifts the
idempotent (a, b) of f . 
Remark 6.6. When D is a big derivator(see Definition A.15) that is also stable and strong, then D(e)
admits all small coproducts (see [Gro13, Proposition 1.7]) and is triangulated (see [Gro13, Proposition
4.16]). Hence, by a well-known fact for triangulated categories, D(e) is idempotent-complete (see for
instance [Nee01, Proposition 1.6.8]).
Proposition 6.7. Let F : D ⇆ E : G an adjunction of derivators with D stable, strong and idempotent
complete, E additive, and idempotent-complete. Furthermore, assume that the counit ε : FG→ 1E admits
a section ξ : 1E → FG. Then E is strong.
Proof. The assumptions are preserved under shifting, so enough to show that diaE[1] : E([1]) → E(e)
[1] is
full and essentially surjective.
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For essential surjectivity, let f : X → Y a morphism in E(e). The morphism g = Gef : GeX → GeY
in D(e) admits a lift g ∈ D([1]). Set f = F[1]g. Since F is a morphism of derivators, it commutes
with pullbacks (up to isomorphism). Hence by construction of the underlying diagram functor, it follows
that diaE[1] F[1]
∼= Fe dia
D
[1]. Hence, dia
E
[1] f
∼= Feg = FeGef .
Note that again since G is a morphism of derivators, we have diaD[1]G[1]f
∼= Ge dia
E
[1] f
∼= GeFeg.
Set r = ξeεe. Note (rX , rY ) is an idempotent of Feg. Then (GerX , GerY ) is an idempotent of GeFeg. By
Lemma 6.5, it follows that there is an idempotent r˜ of G[1]f with dia
D
[1] r˜
∼= (GerX , GerY ).
Set r = εf ◦F[1]r˜ ◦ ξf , which is an endomorphism of f , lifting (rX , rY ). Since the last is an idempotent
of FeGef , it follows a = r
2 − r lifts the 0 endomorphism of FeGef . Hence by [Gro11, p. 206, Theorem
3.8] it follows that a2 = 0. Finally, b = 3r3 − 2r2 is an idempotent of f by direct computation, which lifts
the idempotent (rX , rY ) of FeGef .
So far, we showed that the idempotent (rX , rY ) of FeGef lifts to an idempotent r of the lift f of FeGef .
Since by assumption E is idempotent complete, there is a splitting f ∼= K ⊕H such that r corresponds
to ( 0 00 1 ). Now using additivity of pullbacks in any additive derivator, it follows that the underlying diagram
of r:
FeGeX FeGeY
FeGeX FeGeY
FeGef
rX rY
FeGef
is isomorphic to a diagram of the form
X˜ ⊕ X˜ ′
(a 00 b ) //
( 0 00 1 ) 
Y˜ ⊕ Y˜ ′
( 0 00 1 )
X˜ ⊕ X˜ ′
(a 00 b )
// Y˜ ⊕ Y˜ ′
It then follows easily from uniqueness of splitting of idempotents, that f ∼= b and hence diaE[1]H
∼= f .
This proves essential surjectivity.
For fullness, assume that we have a commutative diagram
A B
C D
x
a b
y
in D(e) and chosen lifts X,Y of x, y respectively in E([1]). Then, applying strongness of D we deduce that
there is a lift φ : G[1]X → G[1]Y lifting (Gea,Geb). Hence F[1]φ lifts (FeGea, FeGeb).
Set φ = (ε[1])Y F[1]φ(ξ[1])X : X → Y . By the fact that ξ, ε are modifications, and functoriality of
underlying diagram, we deduce that the underlying diagram of φ is isomorphic to
A B
FeGeA FeGeB
FeGeC FeGeD
C D
x
(ξe)A (ξe)B
FeGex
FeGea FeGeb
FeGey
(εe)C (εe)D
y
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which by naturality of εe is in turn isomorphic to
A B
FeGeA FeGeB
A B
C D
x
(ξe)A (ξe)B
FeGex
(εe)A (εe)B
x
a b
y
which is exactly the original diagram (since εe ◦ ξe = 11E(e)). 
Corollary 6.8. Let M : D → D a cocontinuous separable monad on a stable, strong and idempotent-
complete derivator D. Then the prederivator M -ModD of Proposition 2.11 is a strong stable derivator.
Moreover, the morphisms FM , UM of Proposition 2.11 are exact.
Proof. By Proposition 5.3,M -ModD is a stable derivator. The monadM is realized by the adjunction FM :
D⇆M -ModD : UM of Proposition 2.11. The separability assumption onM guarantees the existence of a
section of the counit by Lemma 6.2. We know that eachMJ -ModD(J) is additive and idempotent-complete
since each D(J) is and MJ is additive. Thus the Eilenberg-Moore adjunction satisfies all the conditions
in the previous proposition and, hence, D is strong. For the last part, note that FM is cocontinuous as
with all left adjoint morphisms of derivators (see [Gro13, Proposition 2.9]). Hence, in particular, FM
is right exact. Dually, UM is left exact. Since these are morphisms between stable, strong derivators,
by [Gro13, Corollary 4.17] it follows they are exact. 
Remark 6.9. If the derivator D is big (see Definition A.15), then the assumption of idempotent com-
pleteness is obsolete (see also Remark 6.6).
Remark 6.10. Assume D is a stable strong derivator of domain Cat, and M is a separable exact monad
on D. Then the last Corollary together with [PS14, Theorem 7.1] implies that, when restricted to finite
posets, the derivator M -ModD is stable and strong, and that FM , UM (see Proposition 2.11) are exact
morphisms of derivators. This reproves [Bal11, Corollary 4.3] in the case the triangulated category C is
the base of a stable strong derivator D of domain Cat and M extends to a separable exact monad on D.
Example 6.11. Assume D be a stable strong monoidal derivator. Then its underlying category C = D(e)
is a tensor triangulated category (see [GPS14]). Write ⊠ for the external tensor product associated to
the monoidal structure on D, and let A be a monoid object in C . It is an easy but tedious verification
to see that M = A ⊠ − : D → D is a monad on D, with multiplication and unit those of A. This monad
is cocontinuous because the tensor product is assumed to be cocontinuous in each variable separately.
Thus, by Corollary 4.6, we get a derivator M -ModD whose underlying category is exactly A-ModC . If A
is separable then so is M and M -ModD is again a stable strong derivator. In particular A-ModC is a
triangulated category. For examples of separable monoids in tensor triangulated categories we refer to the
introduction.
Appendix A. Some basics on derivators
In this section, we gather some basic definitions that are needed throughout this paper. There are
many sources for this, but our notation is the same as in [Gro13], to which the reader is referred for more
details.
Let us recall first, that given a functor u : J → K and any k ∈ K, there is a category J/k where:
• objects are pairs (j, a), where j an object of J and a : u(j)→ k is a morphism in K.
• morphisms (j, a)→ (j′, a′) are those morphisms f : j → j′ in J such that a = a′ ◦ u(f)
There is also a projection functor J/k → J mapping (j, a) to j. The category Jk/ is defined dually and
also comes equipped with a canonical projection to J . If j ∈ J then these constructions applied to the
identity functor on J gives us categories J/j and Jj/ respectively. Finally, the fiber of u over an object
k ∈ K is the category Jk with objects those objects j ∈ J such that u(j) = k and morphisms j → j′ those
morphisms of J mapping to the identity on k.
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In the following we will denote by Cat the 2-category of small categories while CAT refers to the
2-”category” of all categories.
Definition A.1. A full 2-subcategory Dia of Cat is a diagram category if:
(i) Dia contains all finite posets.
(ii) Dia is closed under pullbacks and finite coproducts.
(iii) For any J ∈ Dia and any j ∈ J the slice constructions J/j and Jj/ also belong to Dia.
(iv) If J ∈ Dia then also Jop ∈ Dia.
(v) If u : J → K is a Grothendieck fibration (see [Bor94b, Chapter 8]) such that all the fibers
Jk ∈ Dia and K ∈ Dia, then also J ∈ Dia.
Example A.2. Examples of diagram categories include Cat, the 2-category Posf of finite posets and
Dirf of finite direct categories.
Given a 2-category K, we will denote by Kop the 2-category obtained from K by reversing 1-cells.
Definition A.3. Let Dia a diagram category. A prederivator of domain Dia is a (strict) 2-functor D :
Diaop → CAT.
For the rest of this appendix, Dia will refer to a fixed diagram category, and all prederivators are of
domain Dia unless specified otherwise.
Example A.4. (i) Given a category C , the assignment J 7→ C J gives us a prederivator, called the
prederivator represented by C .
(ii) A localizer is a pair (C ,W) consisting of a category C and a class of arrows W in C called weak
equivalences. Given a localizer (C ,W) and a small category J , let us denote by WJ the class
of morphisms in C J that are componentwise in W. Assuming that the localization C J [W−1J ]
exists for each small category J , then the assignment J 7→ C J [W−1J ] defines a prederivator. For
instance, this is true as long as our localizer is associated to a model category (see example A.17).
Remark A.5. Let D be a prederivator. We call D(e) the underlying category of D. Given a functor
u : J → K between small categories, we will write u∗ for the image of u under D. The same notation
applies to a natural transformation α : u→ v.
Given any category J ∈ Dia and any object j ∈ J , let us denote by j again the functor e → J
taking the unique object of e to j ∈ J . We get a corresponding evaluation functor j∗ : D(J) → D(e).
Putting all evaluation functors together, we obtain a functor diaJ : D(J) → D(e)J which we call the
underlying diagram functor. We think of D(J) as coherent J-shaped diagrams in D, and of D(e)J
as incoherent J-shaped diagrams in D.
Similarly, given two small categories J,K, we can define a partial underlying diagram functor
diaJ,K : D(K × J)→ D(J)K . We think of D(J)K as J ×K-shaped diagrams in D that are coherent in the
J-direction, and incoherent in the K-direction. See also [Gro13, p. 323].
Definition A.6. A prederivator D admits (homotopy) right Kan extensions if for any functor
u : J → K in Dia, the induced functor u∗ : D(K)→ D(J) has a right adjoint u∗. Dually, if for any such
u the functor u∗ has a left adjoint u!, then we say D admits (homotopy) left Kan extensions.
Now let us consider a square in Dia:
J J ′
K K ′
f
u u′α
⇐=
g
(A.7)
i.e. we have a natural transformation α : u′f ⇒ gu. Given any prederivator D, applying it to this square
gives a new one as follows:
D(J) D(J ′)
D(K) D(K ′)
f∗
α
∗
⇐==
u∗
g∗
u′∗
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Assuming that D admits left Kan extensions, the functors u∗, u′∗ have left adjoints. The Beck-
Chevalley transform (or mate) α! : u!f
∗ → g∗u′! of α
∗ is the natural transformation given by the
pasting:
D(K) D(J) D(J ′)
D(K) D(K ′) D(J ′)
u! f
∗
α
∗
⇐==
1D(K)
u∗ u′∗
g∗ u′!
1
D(J′)
ε
⇐= η⇐=
i.e. it is given as the top arrow in the following defining commutative square:
u!f
∗ g∗u′!
u!f
∗u′∗u′! u!u
∗g∗u′!
u!f
∗η
α!
u!α
∗u′!
εg∗u′!
Dually, if D admits homotopy right Kan extensions, then α∗ has a mate α∗ : u
′∗g∗ → f∗u∗, given by
a similar pasting as above. We refer the reader to [Gro13, §1.2] for more details and properties of these
constructions. As a last preparation, we give the following definition:
Definition A.8. Let D be a prederivator that admits homotopy left (respectively right) Kan extensions.
A square (A.7) in Dia is called D-exact if the mate α! (respectively α∗) is an isomorphism.
Note that by [Gro13, Lemma 1.14], if D admits both left and right homotopy Kan extensions, then the
two (seemingly different) definitions above agree.
Definition A.9. A prederivator D is a left derivator if it satisfies the following axioms:
(Der1) For any finite family of categories {Ji} in Dia, the induced functor D(
∐
Ji) →
∏
D(Ji) is an
equivalence of categories.
(Der2) For any category J ∈ Dia the underlying diagram functor diaJ : D(J) → D(e)J is conservative.
That is, a morphism f : X → Y in D(J) is an isomorphism if and only if j∗f is an isomorphism in D(e)
for all j ∈ J .
(Der3L) D admits right Kan extensions.
(Der4L) Given a functor u : J → K in Dia and any k ∈ K, the following square is D-exact (meaning
α∗ : k
∗u∗ → (pJk/)∗pr
∗ is an isomorphism):
Jk/ J
e K
pr
pJk/
uα
=⇒
k
(A.10)
where pr : Jk/ → J is the canonical projection as in the beginning of this appendix, and the natural
transformation α is the obvious one whose component at a pair (j, a) is exactly a.
Definition A.11. A prederivator D is a right derivator if it satisfies Der1 and Der2 above and in
addition the following axioms:
(Der3R) D admits left Kan extensions.
(Der4R) Given any functor u : J → K in Dia, and any k ∈ K the following square is D-exact (meaning
α! is an isomorphism):
J/k J
e K
pr
pJ/k
uα
⇐=
k
(A.12)
where pr is the canonical projection and the natural transformation is again the obvious one whose
component at (j, a) is exactly a.
Definition A.13. A derivator is a prederivator D that is both a left and a right derivator.
Remark A.14. Some authors require an infinite version of axiom Der1. The following definition is taken
from [Ho¨r15]:
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Definition A.15. A derivator of domain Dia is big if Dia is closed under infinite coproducts and Der1
holds for arbitrary families (instead of just finite ones).
Remark A.16. Let us recall that in ordinary category theory, a left Kan extension of a functorX : J → C
along a functor u : J → K is a pair (u!(X) : K → C , η : X ⇒ u!(X) ◦ u) that is initial among such pairs:
if (L, θ) another such pair, there is a unique natural transformation δ : u!(X)→ L such that δu ◦v η = θ
(here ◦v refers to vertical composition). In particular, when K = e, this is nothing more than the colimit
of X . Thus, ordinary left Kan extensions are generalizations of colimits. It is a known fact that if the
category C is cocomplete, then for all functors u : J → K and all diagrams X : J → C the left Kan
extension of X along u exists; in fact the assignment X 7→ u!(X) defines a functor u! : C J → CK which is
left adjoint to u∗ := −◦u : CK → C J ; furthermore for any object k ∈ K we have a canonical isomorphism
u!(X)b ∼= colimJ/kF ◦ pr where pr : J/k → J the canonical functor. Note also that in a cocomplete
category, all I-shaped colimits (for I a small category) assemble to a functor colimI = piI,! : C
I → C
where piI : I → e is the unique functor.
Given a prederivator D, we care more about coherent diagrams instead of incoherent ones (see Re-
mark A.5). Therefore, existence of left Kan extensions can be expressed as existence of certain adjoints
to pullback functors between coherent diagrams, analogously to the classical case described above. Then
Der3R says exactly that the homotopy theory expressed by D has all homotopy left Kan extensions; in
particular all homotopy colimits. On the other hand, Der4R says that homotopy left Kan extensions are
pointwise given as homotopy colimits over certain slice categories (the homotopy analogue of the pointwise
formulas above).
Example A.17. (i) If C is a category, then the prederivator represented by C (see Example A.4)
is a derivator if and only if C is bicomplete.
(ii) Given a combinatorial model categoryM withW as weak equivalences, the prederivator associated
to the localizer (M,W) (see Example A.4) is actually a derivator (see for instance [Gro13, Propo-
sition 1.30]). More generally this is true for any model category (see [Cis03]).
(iii) Given an exact category E, the assignment J 7→ Db(EJ ) defines a derivator of domain Dirf
(see [Kel07]). Here Db stands for the bounded derived category of an exact category.
Appendix B. 2-categorical notions in derivators
In [Gro13, Chapter 2] it is shown that there is a 2-category of prederivators PDer with morphisms
pseudonatural transformations, and 2-morphisms modifications. For the reader’s convenience we spell out
what this means:
Given two prederivators D,E of the same domain Dia, a morphism D → E consists of the following
data:
• For any category J ∈ Dia, a functor FJ : D(J)→ E(J).
• For any functor u : J → K in Dia, a natural isomorphism γFu : u
∗FK
∼=
−→ FJu∗ as indicated in
the diagram:
E(J) E(K)
D(J) D(K)
u∗
γ
F
u
⇐==
FJ FK
u∗
subject to the following coherence conditions:
(i) For any category J ∈ Dia we have γF1J = 1FJ .
(ii) Given a pair of composable functors J
u
−→ K
v
−→ L in Dia, the following pastings are equal:
E(J) E(K) E(L) E(J) E(L)
D(J) D(K) D(L) D(J) D(L)
γ
F
u
⇐==
u∗ v∗
γ
F
v
⇐==
=
(vu)∗
γ
F
vu
⇐=
=FJ FK
u∗
FL
v∗
FJ
(vu)∗
FL
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In other words we have a commutative diagram:
u∗v∗FL u
∗FKv
∗
FJu
∗v∗
γFvu
u∗γFv
γFu v
∗ (B.1)
(iii) Given a natural transformation J K
u
v
α in Dia, the following pastings are equal:
E(J) E(K) E(J) E(K)
D(J) D(K) D(J) D(K)
u∗
γ
F
u
⇐=
= =
v∗
u∗
γ
F
v
⇐=
=
α∗
FJ
u∗
v∗
FK
α∗
FJ FK
v∗
In other words we have a commutative diagram:
u∗FK v
∗MK
FJu
∗ FJv
∗
α∗FK
γFu γ
F
v
FJα
∗
(B.2)
Such a morphism is called strict if all its coherence isomorphisms are actually identities.
Given 2 morphisms F,G from a prederivator D to a prederivator E (both of the same domain Dia), a
2-cell (or modification) ρ from F to G consists of a natural transformation ρJ : FJ ⇒ GJ for each category
J ∈ Dia compatible with the coherence isomorphisms of F,G. This means more explicitly that for any
functor u : J → K in Dia, the following pastings are equal:
E(J) E(K) E(J) E(K)
D(J) D(K) D(J) D(K)
u∗
γ
F
u
⇐=
= =
v∗
γ
G
u
⇐=
=FJGJ
ρJ
u∗
FK GJ GK FK
u∗
ρK
u∗FK u
∗GK
FJu
∗ GJu
∗
u∗ρK
γFu γ
G
u
ρJu
∗
(B.3)
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